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QUESTION 1
(a) Show that br  bn = van
var   vra :
(b) The equation of the trajectory of a particle is given by
r (t) = t3bx+ sin (2t) by   t3; sin (2t) :
Find, for t = 12 ;
(i) v and a,
(ii) b and bn;
(iii) the tangential and normal components of a,
(iv) and the radius of curvature :
[10]
______________________________________
QUESTION 2
Calculate
R
  a  dr with a =
 
2xy; x2; 2z

; and where the path   is dened by
y = 2x+ 1
z = x+ y2:
In the integral, the lower limit is (0; 1; 1) ; and the upper limit is (1; 3; 10) : You should nd that the value
of the integral is 102:
[10]
______________________________________
QUESTION 3
A force F = (Fx; Fy) acts on a particle, of mass 0:2kg, for 2 seconds. Here, Fx and Fy are constants, not
necessarily equal. Assume that F makes an angle  with the horizontal axis. Assume that the horizontal
component of the initial velocity vi is half the vertical component. Assume that the nal velocity vf has
the same magnitude as vi; but is opposite in direction.
(a) Determine :
(b) If the horizontal component of vi is 20ms 1 in the negative x-direction, determine Fx and Fy:
[10]
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QUESTION 4
Calculate the directional derivative @ @s of
 = yz   x2
in the direction bx+ 2by   3bz
at the point
( 2; 1; 0) :
(a) Use the parameterization r = r0 + sbs:
(b) Use r :
[10]
______________________________________
QUESTION 5
A bead of mass m slides along a smooth circular ring from A to B (Figure 1). Calculate the speed at B if
the initial speed was v0. The angle  is dened in the gure. Gravity acts vertically downwards.
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Figure 1
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INFORMATION
r = (x; y) = (r cos ; r sin )
v = vrbr + vb = vb + vnbn
= _rbr + r _b = vb
a = arbr + ab = ab + anbn
=

r   r _2
 br + r + 2 _r _b = _vb + v2

bn
br = (cos ; sin ) b = (  sin ; cos )b = (cos ; sin ) bn = (  sin ; cos )
I =
tfZ
ti
Fdt = mvf  mvi
@	
@s
= r	  bs
dr = (dx; dy) in two dimensions
dr = (dx; dy; dz) in three dimensions
T =
m (v  v)
2
=
mv2
2
W =
Z
 
F  dr
F =  GMm
r2
br
4
